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More than 100 sticky, gooey, sweet creations, as easy to make as they are delicious. Effortless,

no-fail baking is within reach! By starting with cake or brownie mixes, ready-made dough and crusts,

and other make-it-simple shortcut ingredients, these recipes and more can be whipped up in no time

flat:Sticky Toffee Pudding BlondiesGlazed Donut PieNo-Bake Oreo Fluff PieRainbow Poke

CakeÂ Hayley Parker took Pinterest by storm with her signature Brownie Bomb (cookie dough

wrapped with fudge and dipped in chocolate). The recipe has been pinned more than a million times

and is included here along with new, unpublished variations. 100 color photographs
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I loved to read cookbooks. Most of the cookbooks I read through and about less than half would I

want to make. Not this time! I want to make every single recipe in this book! I preordered this book.

Can't remember where I read about the author. Might have been Pinterest. Received it yesterday

and read through it all. I don't take time to read so that is a huge compliment. I don't like a lot of

ingredients too so this was perfect book for me. My 16 yr old son is learning to cook. He is excited

about it also. Can't wait to start baking!

For a kitchen clutz like me, this book was simply magic! I've enjoyed making them, taking pictures of

them, and, yes, eating them. Every party I go to, I am now a rock star thanks to Hayley's genius!

There's something for every taste: sweet, savory, fruity...you just cannot go wrong on any page of

this book! I'm going to make everything in this book!! Hayley, you are a creative baking savant!!



You've turned a kitchen clutz into a baking whiz!

I have purchased 4 of these cookbooks now. After trying numerous recipes, I now want my family

and extended family to taste the delicious concoctions I have tasted. There is something for

everybody here, that is what is so wonderful about this book!

I'm in LOVE with this book! Creative, delicious recipes that are easy to make....yet completely

impressive! I love the semi-homemade approach - perfect for busy people who still want

homemade! I can't wait to try EVERYTHING!

Wow your family and friends with these delicious and creative recipes! The recipes in the boo start

with a box mix or store bought base, and then you get to do the fun part... dress them up, decorate

them, then serve them and accept all the compliments sure to come your way! Perfect for beginner

bakers, or anyone looking for creative dessert ideas!

I love this book! The photos are gorgeous, the recipes are easy to follow and are delicious! I have

followed the Domestic Rebel for years and this book is a perfect reflection of her blog. Follow the

Domestic Rebel and purchase this book!

One of my favorite cookbooks ever! I have a lot of cookbooks so that's saying something. Hayley

makes so crazy awesome recipes on her blog and this cookbook is such a great one. I love every

single recipe in it. I highly recommend it to anyone.

I love the triple chocolate milkshake! This book is filled with easy desserts! I love that they are often

made with ingredients I already have in the pantry. This book also has homemade recipes I'm dying

to try! This book is good for the experienced baker who wants to try something a little different, but

it's excellent for the new baker (like my daughter)!
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